An Enabled Living Service for adults with Complex Needs
2-4 The Kestrels, Bricket Wood, Herts AL2 3YB

Welcome to HSN CARE
The company was created from a passion for care which drives everything we do and defines our genuinely
person-centred Enabled Living Service that is designed for people with profound and multiple disabilities and
complex needs to enable them to optimise their Life Experience.
Our Enabled Living Service is part of our concept of care that promotes choice and control encouraging young
adults to access every part of their local community and play as vital and active a role as possible in the world
around them, helping to enhance their growth and development to achieve their potential and enjoy life to the
full.
At the heart of everything we do and the fundamental part of our concept of our care is that residents live in their
home not our home and definitely not A home and why our properties are designed to integrate with the local
community with no external signage and have large internal space, personalised bedrooms where we provide a
friendly homely and relaxed environment where people feel part of a supportive group of family and friends
I hope this has given you a feel and understanding of our company and please feel free to contact me or any of
our management team where we will be happy to discuss or help you with anything you need
Leon Lenik,
CEO and Co-founder of HSN Care
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HSN CARE providing an Enabled Living Service for a total
of 12 adults in 3 linked purpose-built residences.

